
Chigwell Row Infant School Action Plan linked to School Development Plan 2021-22 

English Leader Name: Amy Dowling 

1. To implement the new English curriculum following subject self-evaluation and identified needs.  
2. To increase the number of PPG who make at least good progress so that they begin to achieve at least in line with other pupils locally, nationally and within the EFSPT. 
3. Continuing to close the gaps formed during COVID-19, particularly in phonics  
4. To ensure that all lessons include reading opportunities  
5. To continue to strengthen the quality of teaching across the school, in all classes so that implementation can move towards outstanding in all classes 
6. ARE for writing at KS1 70%, GD 30% 
7. ARE for reading at KS1 75% GD 35% 
8. ARE for phonics at year one 70%, at year two re-take 85% 
 

Target 
(What to achieve) 

Success Criteria 
(How will you know if it is done) 

Actions 
(How to achieve it) 

Resources needed 
(£ cost) 

Link to SDP 
(1-6) 

To implement the new writing curriculum  Curriculum expectations show clear 
coverage and progression of skills and 
knowledge 
 
Progress and attainment data 
To reach targets for the end of EYFS and 
KS1 
 
Writing KS1 – ARE 70% GD 30% 
Reading KS1 – ARE 75% GD 35% 

Sharing curriculum statements of intent, 
implementation and impact yearly 
overviews. 
 
Triage: planning, book looks and pupil 
voice 
 
CPD 
 
EYFS Baseline 

Tapestry/I-Track 
£350 - three year 
subscription 
 
Read into Writing Scheme  
£210 
 
Letter Join Application for 
school and for home 
£120 
 
 

2 
 

To have a focus on progression and discrete 
teaching of reading across the school 
 
Focus on fluency 
 
Focus of vocabulary, particularly in writing  
 
To promote a love of reading across the school 
community  

Progression in reading fluency 
 
Teacher knowledge, comments and 
feedback 
 
Progress and attainment data  
 
NELI progress data 
 

Triage: planning, book looks and pupil 
voice 
 
Termly assessment  
 
Implementation of Read into Writing 
curriculum 
 
Implementation of RIC every day 

Fonetti reading application 
£300 one year 
subscription 
 
Rising Stars Phonic E-Book 
Library 
£300 one year 
subscription 
 

2,3 



Talk Boost assessment data  
Parent workshops and induction for EYFS 
 
Use of iPads for Fonetti and for Rising 
Stars 
 
1:1 reading time and reading for pleasure 
planned throughout the week 
 
Read into writing curriculum foci on 
vocabulary  
 
NELI – Nuffield Early Language 
Intervention used in EYFS 
 

Cost off-set against 
teacher salary to run NELI 
Early Language 
Intervention 
 

To increase the percentage of PPG children who 
make at least expected progress, with a higher 
percentage achieving greater depth  
 
 

All PPG are tracked and show 
accelerated progress from their starting 
points  
 
 
 
 

Pre- teaching to PPG and lower attainers.  
Data analysis. 
Termly assessment. 
Book looks.  
Interventions and boosters planned by 
teachers and delivered by LSAs 
 

Cost of LSA to run 
interventions 
 
 

1,5,6 

Continuing to close the gaps formed during COVID-
19, particularly in phonics  
 
To ensure high quality phonics is embedded across 
EYFS and KS1 
 
 
 

All EYFS and KS1 pupils are tracked and 
show progress from their starting points  
 
Pupils who do not pass the phonic 
screening check in year one are tracked 
and show progress from their starting 
points 
 
All children have access to high quality 
phonics reading books for school and for 
home 
 
 
 

To use the catch-up premium to provide 
boosters for phonics  
 
EYFS Baseline  
 
All pupils are tracked and extra 
interventions are applied as necessary 
 
 
 

Cost of LSA to run phonics 
booster sessions 
 
Cost of new suite of 
phonics readers  
£1500 

1,2,3,4,5,6 



How do these targets link to our school values and to SMSC?  
 

In our English lessons, children learn together in an inclusive environment, with growth mind-set underpinning our approach to learning. They will learn about different faiths, cultures and 
beliefs, through carefully chosen texts. Opportunities for self-expression, self-exploration and to talk about feelings, are embedded throughout the curriculum. Children are encouraged to talk 
about their own experiences and use their imagination and creativity to reflect upon these experiences. Books about conservation, the planet and our world, encourage children to think about 
their place in the world and to investigate moral and ethical issues and offer reasoned views to them. Children often work together to create and evaluate stories and text types. Children are 

encouraged to create writing that is inspired by nature and the world around them, to read poetry and great works of fiction including tales, myths and legends. Children will also be exposed to 
texts set in a range of social settings and create content aimed at a variety of audiences.  

 

 


